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Two variants of schemes of a multibeam vircator are proposed and studied in this paper. Numerical analysis of the influence of various parameters of these systems (magnitude of the external magnetic field and detuning of beam currents) on the generation characteristics was conducted. The possibility of synchronizing several virtual cathodes in a single drift space of a multibeam vircator is demonstrated. The regime maps of basic control parameters of the system are built. The possibility of effective interaction of several virtual cathodes in a single drift space is analyzed, and the conditions for implementing an effective addition of powers of each beam at the output load are determined. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040505

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual cathode (VC)-based generators (vircators, redi-trons, virtodes, etc.) are one of the most popular devices of high-power vacuum microwave electronics1–3 and are currently actively studied.4–9 Their principle of operation is based on the formation in a vacuum tube of a high-density oscillating virtual cathode (VC) in electron beam, with VC oscillations exciting microwave radiation.10 One of the main advantages of devices that are based on a virtual cathode is the possibility of generating high-power electromagnetic radiation using a simple device design. The disadvantages are low efficiency (usually about 1%–3%) and a relatively low generation frequency.

A possible method for increasing the operating frequency of vircator systems is to increase density of the injected electron beam. Note that the generation frequency of this type of device is directly proportional to the plasma frequency of the injected electron beam, which is determined by its density. Nevertheless, the frequency increase usually leads to a sharp decrease in generation power because, in all known vircator schemes, there exists an optimum value of the injected current.4,6,11 This makes the use of this method unacceptable for the significant increase in frequency.

A possible solution to the problem of the vircator generation frequency increase is to develop new generator schemes that are based on a virtual cathode.11–15 Specifically, this paper describes the development and analysis of a multibeam vircator system. Thus, the idea of creating several VCs in the vircator drift space (by injecting several electron beams with supercritical currents) to increase power of higher-frequency spectral components via the interaction (synchronization) between VCs seems promising. Note that multibeam schemes are widely used in microwave electronics.6 For example, currently, multibeam klystrons are widespread.16–18 Several electron beams in klystrons are used instead of one to improve the electron beam grouping and, consequently, efficiency.

Note that multibeam vircator systems have been previously investigated in Ref. 19, and this scheme has demonstrated the possibility of essential efficiency enhancement. However, the issues related to the possibility of increasing the generation frequency in such a system in cases when the currents of individual beams are different have not yet been considered. Therefore, it is important to study them from a fundamental point of view. Analysis of such systems raises a number of questions, and this paper aims to answer them. Specifically, is it possible to have an effective interaction between several virtual cathodes in a single drift space to generate higher-frequency spectral components? What are the conditions for effective addition of powers of each beam at the output load? What is the spectral composition of the output radiation? Are there new physical phenomena observed in the system under consideration?

II. MULTIBEAM VIRCATOR DESIGN AND NUMERICAL MODEL

A three-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) electromagnetic code was used to simulate complex non-stationary processes of electron-wave interaction in the beam-plasma system studied.20

Two models of the relativistic multibeam vircator are considered in this paper: with 3 and 4 electron beams, which are schematically represented in Fig. 1. The models studied represent a drift space in the form of a cylindrical waveguide segment [see Fig. 1(c)], into which N = 3 or N = 4 solid relativistic electron beams with currents In (where n is the beam number) and energy Wn each are injected. The positions of injection regions of the electron beams (emitters) are chosen symmetrically relative to the symmetry axis of the system [see Fig. 1(a)]. The electromagnetic energy is output through a coaxial waveguide that is connected to the output part of the system, which is simulated using a waveguide port. The geometrical parameters of the model are as follows: drift space length L = 45 mm, drift space radius Rw = 12 mm, and radius of one electron beam r = 2 mm. The system is in an
external focusing longitudinal uniform magnetic field with induction $B$. At the same time, the geometric dimensions of the waveguide were chosen to reduce the influence of the electrodynamic system eigenmodes on beam dynamics. For this purpose, the diameter of the drift space was set much larger in relation to the characteristic wavelength of the wave processes occurring in the vircator.

We emphasize that virtual cathodes are shown separately in Fig. 1(c) for clarity, although in reality they form a common electronic structure formed by individual virtual cathodes.

III. RESULTS OF THE MULTIBEAM VIRCATOR STUDY

The virtual cathode synchronization effect was discovered in the numerical study of the proposed models for the first time. To demonstrate this effect, consider Fig. 2. The figure shows the normalized power spectra of the signal at the waveguide port output when one electron beam is injected into the system with a current of 12 kA, 14 kA, or 16 kA and when three electron beams are injected with currents of 12 kA, 14 kA, and 16 kA. It is clearly observed that an increase in the beam current leads to an increase in the fundamental generation frequency. Furthermore, with a simultaneous injection of three electron beams, generation is observed at a frequency that corresponds to a beam with a higher current. It is also seen that, in this case, power of microwave radiation significantly increases due to the imposition of oscillation frequency of the most powerful VC on less powerful beams. The output radiation power of the 3-beam system is 7 times higher than the output power of the single-beam system with a current of 16 kA. Thus, an electron beam with higher current acts as the beam that determines the frequency, and beams with lower currents additionally feed the system.

The influence of beam current detuning values on system dynamics was studied. Specifically, one of the electron beams was chosen as the “base” beam, with respect to which the current detuning values of other beams $\delta_1, \delta_2$ were measured. They are determined as follows: $\delta_n = I_n/I_{0} - 1$, where $I_n$ is the current of the $n$-th beam and $I_0$ is the current of the “base” beam. The current detuning magnitude ranged from -0.6 to 0 for the two “base” beam current values: $I_0 = 5$ kA and 10 kA. Strong influence of current detuning values of electron beams on the system dynamics is observed, with a general tendency that the system dynamics regime becomes more complex with the increase in the difference between detuning values. In addition, regions with single-frequency generation are observed, which are caused by the suppression of all frequencies by the one frequency.

For a more detailed analysis of the influence of beams current detuning values, the characteristic regimes of system dynamics were distinguished in the parameter plane $(\delta_1, \delta_2)$ [see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. These regimes differ in the number of intensive components in the Fourier power spectrum of the output signal (here, intensive components mean those that overcome the 10% barrier of the maximum spectral component amplitude). Specifically, “Regime 1” is single-frequency, “Regime 2” is dual-frequency, “Regime 3” is triple-frequency, and “Regime 4” is a regime when more than three intensive components are observed in the output signal spectrum.

Note that when analyzing the influence of beams current detunings on system dynamics, one should take into account both the magnitude of the additional beams currents detunings from the base and detuning between the additional beams. Therefore, we introduce a parameter $\delta = \delta_2 - \delta_1$, which is equal to the difference between detuning values of additional beams and the two-dimensional “detuning vector” $\Delta(\delta_1, \delta_2)$, the length of which characterizes the total detuning of additional beams from the base and is defined as
$|\Delta| = \sqrt{\delta_1^2 + \delta_2^2}$. We rebuild Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) in the new coordinates $(|\Delta|, \delta)$ and analyze the system dynamics in detail.

We fix $\delta = 0$ and consider Fig. 3(c), which shows the regime map that is constructed at the current of the base beam $I_b = 5$ kA. It is clearly seen that for the detuning vector length of $|\Delta| < 0.4$, a single-frequency mode is implemented in the system, which is characterized by the establishment of synchronous dynamics between all VCs in the beams. Increasing $|\Delta| > 0.4$ leads to the fact that system dynamics becomes more complex, and a dual-frequency regime develops. This is due to the fact that synchronization between additional beams becomes possible with the increase in total detuning of additional beams from the base (parameter $|\Delta|$) and maintenance of low detuning between additional beams (parameter $\delta$). In this case, we can talk about the coexistence of not three, but, in fact, two virtual cathodes that oscillate with different frequencies in the system. Further increase in $|\Delta|$ leads to implementation of “Regime 3” in a small region of the control parameters [see region 3 for $|\Delta| \sim 0.58$ in Fig. 3(c)]. Then, system dynamics is successively simplified all the way to synchronization of all VCs and establishment of a single-frequency regime for $|\Delta| > 0.63$.

When the base beam current $I_b = 10$ kA [see Fig. 3(d)], the regime map structure becomes more complicated. In particular, in the range of $0.05 < |\Delta| < 0.1$ and $0.2 < |\Delta| < 0.4$, the regions appear to be characterized by a more complex, non-single-frequency dynamics. Nevertheless, in qualitative terms, the structure of regime maps, which are depicted in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), remains similar. In particular, for $|\Delta| \sim 0.65$ and $\delta \sim \pm 0.4$, and for $|\Delta| \sim 0.35$ and $\delta \sim \pm 0.3$, the most complex regimes are implemented in both cases.

Now, we fix $|\Delta| = 0.32$ and begin to increase detuning $\delta$ between additional beams at the base current $I_b = 10$ kA [see Fig. 3(d)]. First (for $\delta \sim 0$), a single-frequency synchronous regime is implemented, which is associated with the imposition by the base beam of its own dynamics on the remaining beams. Then, at $\delta = 0.05$, a dual-frequency regime is implemented in the system. At $0.1 < \delta < 0.14$, a window of periodicity (single-frequency regime) is observed because of deterioration of the interaction between additional beams due to an increase in detuning $\delta$ between them, i.e., it becomes “easier” for the base VC to impose its dynamics. A further increase in detuning leads to the sequential complication of system dynamics from “Regime 1” to “Regime 4” when detuning between the oscillation frequencies of all virtual cathodes becomes so high that synchronization between them does not occur.

Thus, all observed regimes and main trends on the regime maps in Fig. 3 are due to the following cases of interaction between electron beams with VCs: (1) the base beam imposes its own dynamics on both VCs of additional beams—“Regime 1”; (2) interaction of two synchronous VCs with the base VC, i.e., synchronization is established between the VCs of additional beams—“Regime 2”; (3) lack
of synchronization between all VC—"Regime 3" and "Regime 4."

The next step was the analysis of the effect of external magnetic field magnitude and value of detuning of beams currents relative to the base on the output power of a multibeam relativistic vircator with 4 electron beams. The emitters were arranged in such a way that the base beam was injected along the axis of symmetry, while the other three beams were symmetric along the azimuth with respect to the first beam at a distance of \( l = 4.5 \text{ mm} \) from it [see Fig. 1(b)]. A strong influence of the detuning value on the output characteristics of multibeam vircator generation was observed. The optimal values of control parameters (external magnetic field, detuning) were determined to achieve the maximum output power and efficiency.

Thus, Fig. 4 shows the dependence of normalized output power at the coaxial waveguide port of the system on the magnitude of external magnetic field induction and detuning of currents (here, detunings of three additional beams currents relative to the base are the same and equal \( \delta \)). The dependence is normalized to the power in the case of zero detuning (when the currents of all beams are equal) for each external magnetic field value. It can be seen that two characteristic regions are distinguished in which an increase in the output power is observed.

The region I with a relatively low negative detuning in the range from \(-0.2\) to \(-0.1\) and medium values of external magnetic field is the most optimal. This region arises due to the effect of synchronization of virtual cathodes, when the base VC imposes dynamics on additional VC that have smaller currents. With an increase in external magnetic field, an increase in power is observed, followed by a sharp drop and desynchronization of virtual cathodes. Maximal normalized power is achieved at \( B = 0.6 \text{ T} \). This occurs because magnetic field has a focusing effect on the beams, thereby increasing their density in the VC region and improving the efficiency of their interaction. However, at a relatively high magnetic field, the electron beams cease to "mix," which reduces the influence of the base beam on the additional beams and leads to a decrease in the output power.

The region II is characterized by a positive detuning and strong external magnetic field. The base beam cannot impose its dynamics due to a decrease in the interaction strength between the beams at a large magnetic field. The additional beams in this case have currents higher than the base one and impose their own dynamics to the whole system, which leads to an increase in power.

Areas of significant weakening of output power are also observed in Fig. 4. This is due primarily to the non-coherence of the radiation of individual electrons in regimes without synchronization. The radiation spectra in these regimes are characterized by a complex spectral composition.

It should be noted that among the considered schemes, the most effective scheme has four beams (one base and three additional) with parameters lying in the region I (Fig. 4).

The features of dynamics of relativistic electron beams in the four-beam vircator were analyzed. Thus, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of phase portraits in \((z, p_z)\) coordinates over time (where, \( p_z \) is the longitudinal impulse normalized to \( m_e c, m_e \) is the electron rest mass, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( z \) is the longitudinal coordinate). It is clearly seen that two VC exist in the system. The first VC \((VC_1)\) corresponds to the base electron beam, and the second VC \((VC_2)\) corresponds to the additional beams (see Fig. 5 at time \( t = 2.155 \text{ ns} \)). Note that the \( VC_2 \) is more extended and is formed further along the \( z \)-axis, compared with the \( VC_1 \). This is due to the well-known property of the electron beam dynamics with a VC: the greater the current density of the injected beam, the closer VC is formed to the injection plane.\(^6\)

In the following time points, up to \( t = 2.165 \text{ ns} \), both VC \((VC_1 \text{ and } VC_2)\) accumulate charge, which increases the space charge density, while the average position of VC of the base beam moves to the right along the \( z \)-axis. At the same time, the position of VC of the additional beams shifts to the left. At \( t = 2.165 \text{ ns} \), both VC become localized at approximately one point along the \( z \)-axis. Furthermore, VC begin to discharge the accumulated charge, which forms dense electron bunches that move further into the drift space, and this effect is more pronounced for the base beam. Such dynamics in the system studied is observed when a synchronous regime is established. We also note that the amplitude of VC oscillations increases with time, and Fig. 5 only shows one VC oscillation period at early time points. Thus, \( VC_2 \) acts as an active medium (distributed VC\(^2\)), which contributes to an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations of the first VC due to the synchronous interaction between them, with the oscillation frequency being set by the \( VC_1 \).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a numerical study of nonlinear dynamics of a multibeam vircator system. The multibeam
vircator scheme with detuned electron beams has not been previously considered. The possibility of effective interaction of several virtual cathodes in a single interaction space was analyzed as part of numerical simulation, and conditions of effective addition of powers of each beam at the output load were determined. The effect of synchronization of virtual cathodes in the model of a multibeam relativistic vircator was discovered for the first time. This effect is important both from the fundamental and applied points of view because it can allow shifting relativistic vircators to a higher frequency range without substantially increasing the total current in the system. This result can be achieved using one relativistic electron beam with the highest current as the beam that determines the frequency, and the remaining \((N - 1)\) beams with lower currents as supporting beams, which “pump” the necessary energy into the system. Thus, to increase the vircator generation frequency (which is determined by the plasma frequency) and the power at a given frequency, it is not necessary to increase the total current injected into the system, compared with the single beam. However, it is sufficient to increase only the current of one of the \(N\) beams (base). As a result, due to synchronization, VCs in all electron beams will oscillate at one frequency, which is set by the VC oscillations frequency in the base beam, which will lead to an increase in the output signal power at this frequency. The formed synchronously oscillating virtual cathodes can be considered as a single spatially distributed inhomogeneous electron structure.

Thus, taking into account the peculiarities of such sources of high-power microwave radiation as devices with a virtual cathode, a new scheme is proposed, a multibeam vircator system, where the addition of powers of each of the oscillating virtual cathodes occurs in a common resonator (drift chamber). In this system, several beams with supercritical currents are loaded on a common resonator. The proposed scheme is promising for further increasing the power and frequency of generators on a virtual cathode.
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